Abstract. This paper concerns a general class of PDE-ODE reaction-diffusion systems, which features a singular fast-reaction limit towards a reaction-diffusion equation coupled to a scalar hysteresis operator.
Introduction
We consider the evolution of a population density u(t, x) depending on time t ≥ 0 and position x ∈ Ω within a sufficiently smooth domain Ω ⊂ R d , d ∈ {1, 2, 3}. The total number of individuals at any time t ≥ 0 is therefore given by N (t) := Ω u(t, x)dx.
Note the notational convention that small letters like u(t, x) shall be used for spatial densities and individual rates, while capital letters like N (t) shall denote total amounts.
The considered population is assumed to have equal access to an external food supply described by a given non-negative function F (t) ≥ 0. For an arbitrary time T > 0, the dynamics of the population is modelled by the following (nonlinear) PDE:
where D is a diffusion coefficient and ν the outer unit normal. In particular, λ(N, F, S) is a nonlinear, time-dependent population growth rate to be detailed later and which depends besides N and F also on the amount of food S = S(t) stored in stock at time t. Note also that the evolution of total population size N (t) is entailed from (1)-(3):
The evolution of the food stock S(t) assumes (idealistically) that the population stores the entire unconsumed food into the stock at all times. More precisely, the time change of the stock shall be the difference between food supply and the total food consumption of the population, which is proportional to a consume rate function c = c(N, F, S) to be detailed later. Additionally, we suppose that the stock evolution can equally be written as a sum of a gain and a loss term (according toṠ > 0 orṠ < 0) which entails an additional constraint on the structure of admissible consume rate functions c = c(N, F, S). Hence, we consider
where ε ≪ 1 represents the fast time scale of the stock turnover (in comparison to the population dynamics).
The gain term on the right hand side of (5) corresponds to situations where stock levels are increasing, i.e.Ṡ ≥ 0 and we are interested in consume rate functions where(F −N c) + equals a rate function G with no dependence on current stock level S, i.e.
(F − N c) + = G(c, N, F ).
This fits the assumption that all excess food is stocked independently of the stock level.
On the other hand, the stock loss (F − N c) − seems more realistically modelled proportional to the current stock size S(t), i.e. 
where l denotes an averaged usage rate. Note that assumption (8) implies that the population will use an emtpying stock more carefully and also ensures that no food can be taken from an empty stock. Hence mathematically, the stock loss rate (8) implies that the stock dynamics (5) satisfies the quasi-positivity property, which yields S(t) ≥ 0 for all t ≥ 0 provided that S in ≥ 0. Finally, note that at any time t, either G(c(t), N (t), F (t)) = 0, l(c(t), N (t), F (t)) = 0 or both functions are zero.
The first result of the paper provides global existence of strong solutions for general consume and growth rate functions c and λ satisfying natural Lipschitz conditions. Theorem 1. For T > 0, let the food supply function F (t) be nonnegative in W 1,∞ (0, T ) with F max := max
{F (t)}.
Assume locally Lipschitz continuous consume and growth rate functions c(S, N, F ) : R + × R + × R + → R + and λ(S, N, F ) : R + × R + × R + → R, which can be extended to continuous and locally Lipschitz continuous functions on R × R × R + . Consider nonnegative initial data 0 ≤ S in and 0 ≤ u in ∈ {v ∈ H 2 (Ω) : ∂ ν v = 0 on ∂Ω} with positive initial population size
Then, for any ε > 0 fixed, the PDE-ODE system (1)-(6) has a unique solution (u, S) with
where the Hölder exponent 0 < β < 1 is determined by the Sobolev embedding of H s (Ω) into C 0,β (Ω) for arbitrary s ∈ (0, 2). Moreover, the solutions (u, S) of (1)-(6) are nonnegative, i.e.
(u(t, x), S(t)) ≥ 0, for all t ∈ [0, T ], x ∈ Ω.
The main aim of this paper is to rigorously perform the singular fast-reaction limit ε → 0. Indeed, populations reproduce on a time-scale of months yet stock turnover happens on a time scale of several hours, which implies ε = O(10 −3 ).
The following Theorem 2 proves in the limit ε → 0 that solutions (u ε , S ε ) to system (1)-(6) converge under natural choices and assumptions on growth-and consume rate functions λ and c to solutions (u 0 , S 0 ) to a PDE for u 0 coupled to a hysteresis (i.e. generalised play) operator for S 0 .
The key structural assumptions of Theorem 2 which are responsible for the limiting hysteresis operator concern the consume rate functions c, in particular the dependency on the stock level S and the individual food supply
More precisely, we consider consume rate functions, which implement a partition of the f -S-phase space in terms of upper and lower threshold functions U (f ) and L(f ) enclosing the area whereṠ = 0, see Fig. 1 for a prototypical example. The precise definitions of U and L in terms of the modelling of the consume rate function c will be stated in Section 2. At this point, we only remark that both types of consume rate functions c 1 and c 2 detailed in Section 2 are defined as a concatenation of three areas in the f -S-phase space corresponding toṠ < 0,Ṡ = 0 andṠ > 0: The first case details the use of the stock by the population, when the individual food supply f = F N is small, i.e. when the population is large in comparison to the food supply rate F . The third case considers the opposite case when f is large and the population stores into the stock. Finally, the second case refers to medium values of f , which leave the stock levels unchanged.
Note that Theorem 2 holds for both types of consume rate functions c 1 and c 2 , which are detailed in Section 2. However, for consume rate function c 1 , which allows in some situations for unbounded stock levels, it requires additional assumptions which ensure that S(t) is uniformly bounded by a maximal value S max , see Proposition 6.
Theorem 2 (Singular limit to PDE-hysteresis system). Suppose the assumptions from Theorem 1. Let c 1 and c 2 be the consume rate functions as defined in Section 2 and consider the corresponding growth rate functions λ i (S, N, F ) = c i (S, N, F ) c min − 1 , i ∈ {1, 2}.
For c 1 suppose furthermore the assumptions of Proposition 6. Let U (f ) and L(f ) be as sketched in Fig. 1 and defined in detail in Section 2, where the maximal stock level S max is given either by the definition of c 2 or in Proposition 6 in the case of c 1 . Let (u 0 , S 0 , N 0 ) and f 0 := F/N 0 be the unique solution of Then, for 2 ≤ q < ∞ arbitrary, u 0 has the same regularity as u ε in Theorem 1 and S 0 is in W 1,∞ (0, T ). Moreover, in the limit ε → 0
and
and S ε (t) and S 0 (t) are uniformly bounded in t and ε by
Note that the limit S 0 is a generalised play operator with input f 0 for the curves U (f ) and L(f ). In fact, Figure 1 depicts the behaviour in case of consume rate function c 2 .
Remark 3 (Remarks on the existence and uniqueness of limiting system). The existence and uniqueness of solutions for (9)-(15) are part of the results of Theorem 2. Existence follows by showing that a limit (u 0 , S 0 , N 0 ) of (u ε , S ε , N ε ) solves (9)-(15). The limit S 0 is a generalised play operator for the Lipschitz continuous curves U and L with input f 0 = F/N 0 . By [Vis13, III.2. Theorem 2.2], this generalised play is a Lipschitz continuous hysteresis operator from C([0, T ]) × R to C([0, T ]). An alternative, direct approach to show existence uses a fixed point argument similar to [Mün17, Thm. 3 .1]. Crucial for the proof of uniqueness is an estimate of the form
The latter follows from the at most exponential decay of N 0 and boundedness of the interval [0, T ]. Therefore, f 0 = F/N 0 is a Lipschitz continuous function and uniqueness of (u 0 , S 0 , N 0 ) follows with a Gronwall argument.
Remark 4 (Generalisation to reaction-diffusion-system-ODE/hysteresis models). The semi-group based existence theory of Theorem 1 can be extended to suitable nonlinear reaction-diffusion systems (see e.g. [Paz83, Chp. 6]), where the reaction terms describe, for instance, nonlinear interactions between different species. One example could be competition for food. For multi-species models, the total population size N (t) at time t for m species is given by
Using this definition as total population size, we expect that analogue results to Theorem 2 can be proven via similar arguments. Finally, growth rate functions of the form λ(N, S, F ) ∼ λ(c − c min ) can be treated analog as long as the dependence of λ on N , S and F only occurs indirectly via c(N, S, F ).
Remark 5 (Generalisation to spatially heterogeneous models). A generalisation of Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 to x-dependent consume (and growth) functions describing e.g. a heterogeneous domain Ω can be interesting for many applications. In general, such generalisations to x-dependent functions are straight forward. Note that the modelling has to be adapted if the space-dependency involves an x-dependent consume rate function c. More precisely, all terms F − N c which appear in the evolution of the scalar stock level S have to be replaced by some functional in c, for example by F − Ω uc dx.
Then, similar proofs as stated in this paper apply also to spatially heterogeneous models as long as all functions are sufficiently regularity in x and satisfy the correct boundary conditions. For example, if x → λ(N, F, S, x) ∈ C ∞ 0 (Ω) holds for all fixed N, F, S, then λ(N, F, S, ·)u(·) ∈ {v ∈ H 2 (Ω) : ∂ ν v = 0 on ∂Ω} for all u ∈ {v ∈ H 2 (Ω) : ∂ ν v = 0 on ∂Ω}, which is essential for the proof of Theorem 1. In this case, all other required regularity conditions during the proofs can be proven without much effort. Finally, we remark that also the evolution equation for N needs changing if λ is x-dependent:
The proof for positivity of u ε does not require a uniform positive lower bound of N ε . Hence,
which implies uniform positive lower bounds for N ε and N 0 on [0, T ]. The latter is crucial in the proof of Theorem 2, cf. Remark 3.
Outline: The proof of existence and regularity in Theorem 1 for general consume and growth rate functions c and λ and for fixed ε > 0 adapts well-known methods of semigroup theory (see e.g. [Hen81, Paz83] ) and is therefore postponed to the final Section 5. More specific reference on hysteresis-reaction-diffusion models and fast-reaction hysteresis limits are e.g. [GR15a, GR15b, PKK + 12, TAD14] and the references therein.
In the following Section 2, we present two heuristic models for consume rate functions c 1 (S, N, F ) and c 2 (S, N, F ), which satisfy the general regularity assumptions of Theorem 1. The first model of a consume rate function implements an upper bound for a maximal consume rate. As a consequence the stock can build up arbitrarily large. However, under additional assumption on the food supply F (t), we will show that the stock remains bounded along the corresponding solutions. As alternative model, we also discuss a consume rate function which enforces an upper maximal bound for the stock level S(t) by forcing the consume rate to become arbitrarily large as the stock level gets close to its maximum level.
In Section 3, we show our main Theorem 2, i.e. we prove rigorously the limit ε → 0. The proof generalises a related previous result of ODE-hysteresis systems [KM17] .
In Section 4, we present and discuss numerical examples. A first example illustrates Theorem 2 and plots a typical temporal evolution of F (t), N (t) and S(t) in the hysteresisreaction-diffusion model (9)-(15) and also provides a simulation video (supplementary material). A second example is constructed in terms of a simplest nonlinear hysteresisreaction-diffusion model and demonstrates the remarkable observation that the shape of a scalar generalised play operator can decide between spatial homogenisation or unbounded growth of spatially inhomogeneous Fourier modes, a phenomenon which could be called hysteresis-diffusion driven instability.
Two models of consume rate functions
In this section, we derive two general heuristic models for consumption rate functions, which each leads to a generalised play operator in the singular limit ε → 0.
The first model assumes a maximal consume rate c max > 0, which entails, however, a possible pile up of an infinitely large stock in case of unbounded food supplies. The second model of a consume rate function ensures that the stock is bounded by some maximum value S max > 0 by assuming that the population consumes all excess food, which would increase the stock beyond S max . One justifying interpretation of such an assumption could be the tendency to waste resources when the stock reaches its maximum level S max .
2.1. A bounded consume rate function without stock limitation. In the following, we derive an autonomous consumption rate c 1 (S, N, F ) as a function, which only depends on time via its arguments S(t), N (t), F (t). Hence, we will suppress the time-dependency in the notation of c 1 (S, N, F ) .
The function c 1 shall be a prototypical model for a uniformly bounded consumption rate function, i.e. we postulate a maximal possible individual consumption rate c max > c min (recall that c min > 0 denotes the minimal consumption rate required for the growth rate function λ to be nonnegative, i.e. the population declines for c 1 < c min ) such that
As a consequence, at times when the individual food supply f (t) = F (t)/N (t) > c max it is certain that not all food can be consumed and that the unconsumed food will increase the stock level S(t), which is thus potentially unbounded.
In the following, we model c 1 (S, N, F ) as the concatenation of three regimes in the f -S-phase plane, see Fig. 2 . Note that while these three regions are only characterised by the two variable (S, f ), the actual values of c 1 will also depend on N .
Depleting regime: The depleting regime refers to the left-sided area of the f -S-phase plane, where the individual food supply f is close to c min (or below) and the population resorts to supplies from the stock, yet depending on the available stock level S: We fix first an intermediate supply level c ∞ de ∈ (c min , c max ) and consider situations where the individual food supply f satisfies
which means that the total population N is quite large in comparison to the available food supply F .
Hence, we postulate an upper threshold of the depleting regime (i.e. the value of f under which the population uses the stock) as a monotone increasing function
, see the left side of Figure 2 . If the stock is empty, it is natural to set c de (0) = c min , which is the critical rate of consumption below which the population will decline. A prototypical choice for c de (S) is the function
which saturates at c ∞ de in the limit S → ∞, yet any strictly monotone C 1 function connecting (c min , 0) and (c ∞ de , ∞) will yield equivalent results. Note that c ∞ de is the asymptotically largest consumption rate below which the population enters the depleting regime and can be interpreted as a measure for how careful the population deals with the stock.
In the depleting regime, the stock consumption yields (recall (5)): for all S ≥ 0. We aim to define a bounded consume rate function c 1 in such a way that the rate function l is also bounded by a constant (which we will assume normalised w.l.o.g. due to a possible time rescaling), i.e.
Note that because of (17) and (18), we have to choose c 1 such that for S ≥ 0, F ≥ 0 and N > 0 satisfying f < c de (S) holds
These two inequalities lead to two constraints in the choice of c 1 :
which requires in particular in the limit S → 0
Note that the latter condition ensuresṠ = 0 whenever S = 0 in (17). It further entails
Finally, we wish for c 1 (S, N, F ) to be continuous in all variables and increasing in S. All these requirements are satisfied by the following prototypical model for a consumption function c 1 (S, N, F ) in the depleting regime f ≤ c de (S):
This implies
Storing regime: As second regime, we consider the reverse situation when the food supply F is large compared to the total population N . To define this regime, we introduce an upper individual consumption level c st , such that c ∞ de < c st < c max and consider the situation when f ≥ c st . Recall that f ≥ c max entails that not all food can be consumed. However, depending on the current stock level S, we postulate that the population decides to store food whenever the individual food supply f surpasses a lower threshold value c st,1 (S) < c max , cf. Figure 2 . We call this range the storing regime. The storing threshold c st,1 (S) is modelled (similar to c de (S)) as a monotone increasing function of S such that
One interpretation of c st , which equals the storing threshold at empty stock c st,1 (0), can be as a measure of how optimistic the population feels for future times. Moreover, since not all supplied food can be consumed for f ≥ c max , it is natural to set
Hence, a suitable heuristic choice for c st,1 (S) is
yet again any such strictly monotone increasing C 1 function will yield equivalent results. Next, a prototypical (and simplest) model for c 1 in the storing regime is
which means that c 1 saturates at the level of c st,1 (S) for all food supply rates f ≥ c st,1 (S). This readily determines
Neutral consumption regime: For a medium individual food supply, i.e.
we assume that the population decides neither to add nor to use food from the stock, i.e. G(S, N, F ) = l(S, N, F ) = 0, cf. Figure 2 . Because oḟ
the only choice for c 1 is c 1 = f in this regime.
Combining those three regimes, our model of a bounded consume rate function c 1 reads as
The functions G(S, N, F ) and l(S, N, F ) are accordingly given by
2.2. An unbounded consume rate function ensuring limited stock.
As alternative model to the previous bounded consume rate function without stock limitation, we introduce here a second consume rate c 2 (S, N, F ), which ensures a bounded stock with maximal value S max > 0 as a consequence of a potentially unbounded consume rate c 2 . In this context, unbounded consumption can be interpreted as a (seemingly) unlimited tendency to waste resources with saturating stock level, despite the fact that any realistic stock is limited. As in the previous subsection, we distinguish three cases:
Depleting regime: If the population is large in comparison to the food supply rate, we chose the same depleting regime as in the previous Subsection 2.1, i.e. for a c ∞ de ∈ (c min , c max ), we consider c de (S) as defined in (16) and call the depleting regime all states such that f < c de (S). In particular, this implies
for f < c de (S).
Storing regime: Considering a small population in comparison to the food supply rate in the sense that f > c st for a c st ∈ (c ∞ de , c max ), we postulate (similar to Subsection 2.1) a lower threshold f = c st,2 (S), above which the population decides to store food in the stock. Again it is natural to model c st,2 (S) monotone increasing in S. If the current stock level S reaches the maximum value S max , the individuals consume (or waste) everything. A simplest choice for c st,2 (S) which satisfies all our conditions is
A model of a prototypical continuous consume rate function for f ≥ c st,2 (S) is given by
if f > c st,2 (S) and S ≥ S max .
Neutral consumption regime: As in Subsection 2.1, for medium individual food supply c de (S) < f < c st,2 (S), the only possible choice is
Combining the three regimes, a prototypical model of a consume rate function with limited stock is
By the definition of G(S, N, F ) = (f − c 2 (S, N, F )N ) + , we obtain
if f > c st,2 (S) and S < S max , 0 else,
2.3. Properties of the consume rate functions c 1 and c 2 .
The following Proposition 6 and Corollary 8 ensure that both consume rate models satisfy the requirements of Theorems 1 and 2 under suitable assumptions.
Proposition 6 (A-priori bounds for S for consume rate function c 1 ). For fixed T > 0, assume either
and initial data, which satisfy
Then, there holds 0
, where
Remark 7. We remark that the assumptions (26) allow to identify an invariant region
]. Note that without lower bounds F min and N in the population N ε can be arbitrarily small and that without an upper bound F max the stock can grow arbitrarily large arbitrarily fast as ε → 0.
Proof. Remember the definitions N ε := N (u ε ) and f ε = F/N ε .
Integrating (4) with
By assumption (25), F is uniformly bounded by κc max δ(T ). Consequently, f ε = F/N ε is uniformly bounded by
. In the second case, we estimate
which implies that S ε is uniformly bounded by
Alternatively, assume assumption (26). Since N ε in (4) decays only if c 1 ≤ c min , which by definition of c 1 only happens if also c 1 ≥ f ε holds, we estimate in such situations thaṫ
while otherwise N ε is non-decreasing. Hence, we obtain independently of ε that
by the assumption on N in in (26). Together with the definition of γ < 1 in (26), this implies the estimate f ε ≤ Fmax N min ≤ γc max , which is a sufficient condition to avoid that S ε grows unboundedly in the limit ε → 0, see Fig. 2 . Moreover, we haveṠ ε ≥ 0 only if
, where we estimatė
which implies independently of ε that
Note that in case γ < cst cmax , we always haveṠ
Corollary 8 (Admissibility of the consume rate functions c 1 and c 2 ).
Consider the consume rate function c 1 (S, N, F ) as defined in (20) and with S max as given by Proposition 6 or c 2 (S, N, F ) as given in (24) with S max as in the definition. Then, c 1 and c 2 satisfy the assumptions of Theorems 1 and 2. Moreover, for 0 < c min < c ∞ de < c st < c max , we have as upper and lower thresholds functions
de (f )} and c −1
where c −1
Proof. In order to verify the assumptions of Theorems 1 and 2, we observe first that both consume rate functions c 1 (S, N, F ) and c 2 (S, N, F ) are piecewise C 1 -functions as long as N > 0 and absolutely continuous in the points where the functions are glued together. Hence, c 1 and c 2 are locally Lipschitz continuous in N for all S, F ≥ 0 and N > 0. This lower bound for N ε is given by (27) or respectively (28) in the case of consumption rate c 1 , and by (27) in the case of consumption rate c 2 , where
− 1, i = 1, 2. Equally, local Lipschitz continuity holds for the mappings S → c i (S, N, F ) and F → c i (S, N, F ), i = 1, 2 and for every N > 0.
Finally, the above characterisations of U and L follow directly from the definitions.
Limit ε → 0
This section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 2 for both consume functions c 1 or c 2 , where the case c 1 requires the a-priori estimates stated in Proposition 6. Moreover, we recall the form of the growth rate function λ = c c min − 1 for c min > 0. In performing the limit ε → 0, we denote N ε := N (u ε ) and f ε := F/N ε . A main difficulty in the limit ε → 0 are lacking bounds of the derivative of S ε . One main element of our proof is to introduce a projection operator p ε onto the (ε independent) areaṠ ε = 0 in the f ε -S ε phase space diagram, cf. [KM17] . In order to appropriately define this projection p ε , we require the uniform in ε bounds on the stock level S ε .
The main advantage of the projection operator p ε is to bypass the unbounded derivative of S ε in the limit ε → 0. More precisely, since the upper and lower threshold functions U (f ) and L(f ) (which envelop the areaṠ ε = 0) have finite slope, the derivatives of p ε are bounded in norm independently of ε in terms of the regularity of its driving input variable
Finally, before we prove Theorem 2, let us illustrate that the limit S 0 evolves as a generalised play operator between the curves U and L with input f 0 = F/N 0 , see e.g. 
In the second case, if
where in the first case the maximal possible decrease of f 0 down to S 0 (t 3 ) = c de (S 0 (t 2 )) = u(f 0 (t 3 )) leads back to the beginning of the first case above with f 0 (t 3 ) ∈ [c min ,c].
Proof of Theorem 2. We consider a sequence ε > 0 which tends to zero and recall that Proposition 6 implies uniform bounds of S ε (t) in ε and t for the consume rate functions c 1 under suitable assumptions on external food supply F (t) while such uniform bounds are true for c 2 by construction. Note that we shall denote both c 1 or c 2 simply by c. Hence, for c being either c 1 or c 2 , there exists a constant S max > 0 such that
Moreover, we already know that S ε is nonnegative independently of ε. During the whole proof, we suppress the dependence of l and L on i ∈ {1, 2}.
Let p ε (S ε , N ε , F ) be the following projection operator in the f ε -S ε phase space, cf. 
Note that 0 ≤ S ε ≤ S max and also 0 ≤ p ε ≤ S max . In particular, p ε (S ε , f ε ) = 0 = S ε follows always due to a projection downwards, whereas p ε (S ε , f ε ) = S max = S ε follows always due to a projection upwards. Figure 3 . Sign of the gradient of S ε and projection to p ε in the f ε -S ε -phase diagram in the case of c 2 .
We divide the proof of the theorem into six steps.
Step 1: Boundedness of N ε and p ε in W 1,∞ (0, T ) independently of ε > 0.
The proof of Theorem 1 yielded N ε (t) ≥ δ(T ) > 0 for t ∈ [0, T ], which implies together with 0 ≤ S ε ≤ S max and F ∈ W 1,∞ (0, T ) that λ = c/c min − 1 is bounded independently of ε. Hence, a Gronwall argument applied to (4) yields boundedness of
with a modulus L that is independent of ε. Since u and l are Lipschitz continuous on [0,c] and [c st , ∞) respectively, we conclude that u(f ε ) is Lipschitz continuous for f ε ∈ [0,c] and l(f ε ) is Lipschitz continuous for f ε ∈ [c st , ∞).
Next, we choose δ > 0 sufficiently small such that for all t 1 , t 2 ∈ [0, T ] with |t 1 − t 2 | < δ, there holds
Hence, since S ε ≥ 0, in this case p ε (t) = min{u(f ε (t)), S ε (t)} in [t 0 , t 0 + δ], and for a.e. t ∈ [t 0 , t 0 + δ] holds
As a consequenceṗ ε is bounded a.e. on [t 0 , t 0 + δ] independently of ε. Finally, the case when f ε (t 0 ) > c st is treated analogously. Consequently, p ε is bounded in W 1,∞ (0, T ) independently of ε > 0.
Step 2: Convergence of S ε − p ε to zero in L q (0, T ) for arbitrary q ∈ (1, ∞).
For arbitrary ε > 0 and t ∈ [0, T ], we have
where the above inequality follows from the definition of p ε for all τ , see Figure 3 . Hence,
and the bounds of Step 1 imply that the right side of (31) and thus |S ε (t) − p ε (t)| is bounded independently of ε. Similar, we calculate
For t = T , the above boundedness of
By the definition of
Alternatively, if
it follows from the definition of p ε and c for either c 1 or c 2 , and because
Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem yields that S ε − p ε converges to zero in L q (0, T ) for arbitrary q ∈ (1, ∞).
Step 3: Weak convergence of a subsequence ε → 0 and compact embeddings.
We recall from Step 1 that due to 0 ≤ S ε ≤ S max , F ∈ W 1,∞ (0, T ) and N ε > δ(T ) holds independently of ε, the growth rate function λ(S ε , N ε , F ) = c c min − 1 is bounded independently of ε, which implied that N ε is bounded in C([0, T ]) independently of ε. Moreover, the norms of f ε ∈ W 1,∞ (0, T ) are bounded independently of ε. 0 ≤ S ε ≤ S max also implies that S ε is bounded with respect to the sup norm in C([0, T ]), independently of ε. Moreover, with λ bounded independently of ε, a Gronwall argument applied to the mild representation of u ε (see also the proof of Theorem 1) yields that the following norms of u ε are bounded independently of ε:
Finally, by
Step 1, p ε is bounded in W 1,∞ (0, T ) independently of ε. Consequently, we can extract a subsequence {ε k } k and find some
such that (p ε k , u ε k ) converges to (S 0 , u 0 ) weakly in those spaces.
Next, we use the following embeddings, where (·, ·) η,1 denotes real interpolation:
for every 0 < η < 1 − 1/q and 0 ≤ β < 1/q ′ − η, see e.g. [Ama95, Theorem 3]. Moreover,
Step 4: (S 0 , u 0 ) solves the limiting system (9)-(15) and strong convergence.
We will first show by
Step 3 and dominated convergence that
Step 3, the subsequence
where we have used that c is locally Lipschitz continuous due to N ε (t), N 0 (t) > δ(T ) > 0 and F (t) ≥ 0 (recall also the conditions of Proposition 6 in the case c = c 1 ). Together with u ε k (x, t) → u 0 (x, t) for all t ∈ [0, T ] and a.a. x ∈ Ω (w.l.o.g. for the same subsequence ε k ), we obtain
for a.a. t ∈ [0, T ] and a.a. x ∈ Ω. Moreover, we have derived in
Step 1 that
for some C > 0 and this estimate holds also when S ε k is replaced by any S with 0 ≤ S ≤ S max . Hence, also
Therefore, since u ε k (., t) and u 0 (., t) have a common upper bound in L 2 (Ω) by
Step 3, Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem yields for a.e. t ∈ [0, T ],
Finally, since this sequence is also bounded uniformly in t ∈ [0, T ], using Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem again implies convergence in L q (0, T ) and thus (32).
Example for (f 0 (t 0 ), S 0 (t 0 )) and x u and x l Next, we observe that the Neumann realisation of −D∆ satisfies maximal parabolic Sobolev regularity on L 2 (Ω), see e.g. [DtER17, Theorem 2.9] as a recent reference with a state-of-the-art context. As a consequence,
this shows also
and that the weak convergence of u ε k is actually strong. As a consequence, u 0 solves the limiting evolution equation
We now analyse the limiting behaviour of S 0 in dependence on
Assume first that at a time t 0 ∈ [0, T ], the point (f 0 (t 0 ), S 0 (t 0 )) is located in the f 0 -S 0 -phase space diagram between the graphs (x, l(x)) for x ≥ c st and (x, u(x)) with x ≤c, cf. Figure 4 (in the case of c = c 2 ) and recall that S 0 ≤ S max . We will show that this assumption impliesṠ 0 = 0 a.e. on a sufficiently small interval J with t 0 ∈ J: For the point (f 0 (t 0 ), S 0 (t 0 )), we introduce any nearest point (x u , u(x u )) and the associated distance δ u , i.e.
Note that (x u , u(x u )) is unique due to the convexity of u. However, the following argument holds also for general increasing functions u. Analog, we defined any nearest point (x l , l(x l )) and its distance δ l . Again, (x l , l(x l )) is unique due to the concavity of l, but the argument holds for general increasing functions l.
Due to the uniform convergence of f ε k to f 0 and of p ε k to S 0 , as shown in Step 3, we can choose ε 0 sufficiently small such that for all ε k < ε 0 holds
Hence, for all ε k < ε 0 , the point (f ε k (t 0 ), p ε k (t 0 )) has a distance larger than 3 4 min{δ u , δ l } to the graphs (x, l(x)) for x ≥ c st and (x, u(x)) with x ≤c. As a consequence, there exists an open interval I ∋ t 0 such that for all t ∈ I the distance between (f ε k (t), p ε k (t)) and the graphs (x, l(x)) and (x, u(x)) is greater than 1 2 min{δ u , δ l }. From Steps 2 and 3, we know that (f ε k (t), S ε k (t)) converges to (f ε k (t), p ε k (t)) a.e. in I. Moreover, f ε k converges uniformly to f 0 and is Lipschitz continuous with a modulus independent of ε k . Therefore, there is some t 1 ∈ I, t 1 < t 0 , with
for all ε k sufficiently small (i.e. by eventually choosing ε 0 smaller). Moreover, for each ε k and for some t ∈ [0, T ], if (f ε k (t), S ε k (t)) is located between the graphs (x, l(x)) and (x, u(x)), then S ε k remains constant until the first timet > t when
With the Lipschitz modulus of f ε k being independent of ε k , the trajectory (S ε k , f ε k ) keeps for all ε k < ε 0 a positive distance to the graphs (x, l(x)) and (x, u(x)) on an interval J := I ∩ [t 1 , T ] ∋ t 0 if I is chosen sufficiently small. Furthermore on J, it follows by definition that
a.e. in J and for all ε k < ε 0 .
Hence, for t ∈ J, S 0 (t) = lim
andṠ 0 = 0 a.e. in J as claimed.
We will now consider the case when S 0 (t 0 ) = u(f 0 (t 0 )): For t ∈ [t 0 − δ, t 0 + δ] with δ chosen in (30) (which excludes (f 0 , S 0 ) to reach the graph (x, l(x)) in [t 0 − δ, t 0 + δ]), we know from the uniform convergence of f ε k to f 0 , thatṠ ε k (t) ≤ 0 for ε k sufficiently small, cf. Figure 3 . We claim that thereforė
The proof assumes in contradiction that for some t 1 < t 2 ∈ [t 0 − δ, t 0 + δ] and for some 0 < ε k < ε 1 for ε 1 chosen sufficiently small
The ε k -independent Lipschitz continuity of p ε k (see Step 1), implies the existence of a time t 3 ∈ (t 1 , t 2 ) and a constant δ 1 > 0 such that
for all t ∈ [t 1 , t 3 ] and all ε k < ε 1 , with 0 < ε 1 sufficiently small. Due to the a.e. pointwise convergence of S ε k to p ε k , there exists a time t 4 ∈ [t 1 , t 3 ] such that
where ε 1 might again be chosen smaller. Now, becauseṠ ε k ≤ 0 on [t 0 − δ, t 0 + δ], we have
In return, by using again that S ε k converges a.e. to p ε k ,
and all ε k < ε 1 , for ε 1 chosen sufficiently small. By the continuity of p ε k , this estimate holds for all t ∈ [t 4 , t 2 ], which gives the contradiction
Hence, we have provenṗ
and for ε k sufficiently small. Since p ε k converges to S 0 uniformly and weakly in W 1,∞ (0, T ), this also yieldsṠ
Altogether, by combining the situations withṠ 0 = 0 a.e. andṠ 0 ≤ 0 a.e., we have proven thatṠ 0 < 0 in a set of positive measure is only possible if a.e. in this set S 0 = u(f 0 ). In the analog case when S 0 (t 0 ) = l(f 0 (t 0 )), it follows similarly thaṫ S 0 ≥ 0 and thatṠ 0 > 0 in a set of positive measure is only possible if a.e. in this set S 0 = l(f 0 ).
Summarising, we have shown that S 0 satisfies for a.e. t ∈ [0, T ]
Because 0 ≤ S 0 ≤ S max , this shows that u 0 and S 0 solve (9)-(15).
Step 5: Uniqueness of solutions (u 0 , S 0 ) to the limiting system (9)-(15).
The limit S 0 is a generalised play for the Lipschitz continuous curves U and L with input f 0 = F/N 0 . By [Vis13, III.2. Theorem 2.2] this generalised play is a Lipschitz continuous hysteresis operator from
The uniqueness of (u 0 , S 0 ) then follows by using a Gronwall argument, see e.g. [Vis13] .
The regularity properties of u 0 follow essentially as in the proof of Theorem 1. Since
Step 6: Convergence of the whole sequence ε → 0.
Because every sequence {ε} with ε → 0 has a subsequence {ε k } k such that
in L q (0, T ), uniqueness of the limit implies convergence of the whole sequence (u ε , S ε ).
Numerical examples and discussion
In this section, we present selected examples of the behaviour of hysteresis-reactiondiffusion systems on the one-dimensional domain Ω = (0, 1).
The first example depicts the behaviour of the population-hysteresis system (9)-(15) subject to a time-periodic food supply F (t).
The subsequent examples detail the interplay between the geometric properties of the two defining boundary curves U and L (see below) of a generalised play operator and a reaction-diffusion model. For the sake of a clear discussion, those examples consider a simplest hysteresis-reaction-diffusion model and compare the numerical simulation with a Fourier analysis of the analytic solution. Generalisations of our observations to systems of hysteresis-reaction-diffusion equations are possible.
Numerical method. All numerical examples are implemented and simulated in Matlab using a uniform mesh with 99 elements for the domain Ω = (0, 1). The discretised Neumann realisation of the Laplace operator −∆ is computed by a standard 3-point stencil finite difference scheme and the corresponding discretised eigenfunctions φ k , k ≥ 0, together with their eigenvalues λ k can be computed by explicit formulas. The eigenfunctions are only used for the specification of initial data.
The hysteresis operator is approximated by an ODE regularisation of the variational inequality (34), similar as in [BK13] or [KM17] . As regularisation parameter we use ε = 10 −4 . The resulting approximative ODE-reaction-diffusion-equation is solved by a semi-implicit time-stepping procedure with implicit diffusion and explicit reaction with a step size dt = 7.5 * 10 −5 .
Simulation of the hysteresis-reaction-diffusion system (9)-(15).
The first example illustrates the population dynamical model (9)- (15) Figure 5 . Evolution of the population-hysteresis-diffusion system (9)-(15): Time-periodic food supply F (t) = 0.2(1 − cos(t)) (blue) and the resulting population size N (red) and stock levels S (yellow). particular, the food supply is given as F (t) = 0.2(1 − cos(t)). Moreover, the initial data where set to N in = 7, u in = N in φ 1 + 2.5φ 2 + 2.5φ 3 and S in = 0. Figure 5 depicts the evolution of the scalar quantities F , N and S. More details can be observed in a simulation video (see supplementary material). The video shows the time evolution of u, S, F and F/N (u). The upper plot in the video depicts the current location of (F/N (u), S) (red dot) in phase space in relation to the upper (magenta) and lower (cyan) boundary curves of the limiting generalised play operator and it can be verified that S indeed approximates this generalised play operator. The legend also shows the current value of S (see also Figure 5 ) as well as the maximal value of S during the previous cycle. The value is updated every time when S starts to decrease. The lower plot shows the evolution of the population density u (blue).
Discussion. We observe that the hysteresis cycles gain initially amplitude before saturating. Qualitatively spoken, the system seems to behaves like a nonlinear oscillator, which adapts to the periodic external forcing within a transition phase.
The simulation video shows in more detail the interplay between the amplitude of the hysteresis cycles, the current stock level S (red), the individual food supply f = F/N (u) (green) and the total food supply F (yellow). The legend also shows the current value of N (|u − N (u)|), as well as its maximal value during the last cycle. Note that since N (u−N (u)) = 0, we can interpret N (|u−N (u)|) as a measure of the spatial inhomogeneity of the population density u. As done for S, the video updates the values whenever N (|u − N (u)|) starts to decrease.
We observe that although diffusion is clearly dominant since the maximal value of N (|u − N (u)|) decreases, the nonlinear coupling hysteresis-reaction leads nevertheless to large oscillations of N (|u − N (u)|). In fact, the following example will show that these nonlinear effects can be so strong as to prevent spatial homogenisation and lead to the growth of spatial inhomogeneities.
4.2.
Interplay between scalar hysteresis and a reaction-diffusion equation.
A simplest hysteresis-reaction-diffusion model.
For Ω = (0, 1) and D > 0, we consider the hysteresis-reaction-diffusion equation
where R = R(Ty, R 0 ) (or R(Ty) for short) is a generalised scalar play operator defined according to Lipschitz continuous and strictly monotone increasing boundary curve functions U > L : R → R, see e.g. [Vis13, Chapter III.2], i.e.
In (34), T is a linear and continuous functional on L 2 (Ω) which is independent of time.
In particular, if defined on C([0, ∞); L 2 (Ω)), we find that (Ty)(t) = (Ty(·, t)) for t > 0 and y ∈ C([0, ∞); L 2 (Ω)) serves as input to a scalar hysteresis operator. Specifically, we consider T to be a linear combination of Fourier coefficients of y in terms of the eigenfunctions {φ k } k≥0 of the Neumann realisation of the Laplacian −∆ (see e.g. [Ama95] and recall that the eigenfunctions {φ k } k≥0 form an orthonormal basis of L 2 (Ω) while the eigenvalues satisfy λ 0 = 0 < λ 1 < λ 2 < . . . and λ k → ∞ as k → ∞). Recalling that φ 0 is a positive constant and in view of the goal to study the interplay between hysteresis and reaction respectively diffusion, we consider T as a linear combination of Fourier coefficients 1) ) of spatially inhomogeneous eigenfunctions {φ k (x)} k≥1 :
Another generic example for T could be the mean value functional Ty = |Ω| −1 Ω y(x) dx. The system (33)-(35) will be considered subject to non-trivial initial data 0 = y 0 ∈ {v ∈ H 2 (Ω) : ∂ ν v = 0 on ∂Ω}. We choose y 0 to be a linear combination of eigenfunctions φ k . In particular, we assume 0 < y
Remark 9. The assumption y (k) 0 = 0 for 0 ≤ k < m is made because those eigenmodes would have no effect on R(Ty). However, the eigenmodes to small eigenfunctions have a much stronger influence on the large-time behaviour of y and would significantly complicate the interpretation of the results in this section.
Note moreover that inverting the signs y 0 ≤ 0 for m < k < M as well as k m , k M < 0 and k m+1 , . . . , k M −1 ≤ 0 will lead to the same qualitative behaviour except that y is replaced by −y.
Spatial homogenisation versus grow-up due to hysteresis.
In this section, we show that geometric properties of generalised play operators (34) such as convexity/concavity or the slope of U resp. L can have a decisive influence on the evolution of the model (33)-(36). In particular, the scalar hysteresis operator (34) can decide between spatial homogenisation or unbounded growth of spatially inhomogeneous Fourier modes. This dichotomy is illustrated in Figures 6 and 7 .
Description. Figures 6 and 7 depict a numerical simulation of system (33)-(36) subject to initial data
and R 0 = 0.
Moreover, we have set the diffusion coefficient and the parameters of the functional T in (35) to
As boundary curves of the generalised play operator (34), we consider either a concave or a convex upper curve U and a concave lower curve L:
Note that the lacking Lipschitz continuity of U cave and L at zero is irrelevant since Ty remains positive during the entire simulation.
In the following, we denote by (y vex , R vex ) the solution of (33) subject to U vex and by (y cave , R cave ) the solution for U cave . Figure 6 compares the Ty-R phase-space diagrams of two numerical solutions (Ty vex , R vex ) and (Ty cave , R cave ) starting both at the initial point (1.77, 1.5). Hence, both solution trajectories move initially identically to the left at constant R-level and hit the upper boundary at the same time t + = 0.15 at a point where U cave and U vex share the same slope. With Ty continuing to decrease, both solutions slide along their respective upper boundaries. While the top image in Figure 6 depicts the evolution of (Ty cave , R cave ) according to the concave shape of U cave the lower images shows (Ty vex , R vex ) following U vex . Figure 6 . The top image shows the phase-space evolution of (Ty cave , R cave ) (blue line) subject to U cave (upper red line) and L (lower red line). The black dashed line plots U vex for the sake of comparison. The bottom image shows the evolution of (Ty vex , R vex ) (blue line) subject to U vex (upper red line) and L (lower red line). The black dashed line plots U cave for the sake of comparison. Both solutions start at the upper right end of the blue graphs at (1.77, 1.5) and continue identically until hitting U cave resp. U vex at a point of identical slope. While the decay of (Ty cave , R cave ) to zero yields spatial homogenisation, the turning of (Ty vex , R vex ) leads to unbounded growth.
The key difference shown by Figure 6 is that the solution (Ty cave , R cave ) continues to slide along U cave and thus converges to zero (see discussion below), while (Ty vex , R vex ) features a turning point at time t 0 = 1.34 when Ty vex starts to increase. In fact, (Ty vex , R vex ) remains increasing, first at constant R-level, later sliding along the lower curve L and will thus become unbounded (see discussion below). Figure 7 shows a plot of the corresponding solution y cave (·, t) and y vex (·, t) at selected times t = 0.15, 0.6, 1.34, 3, 5.41, 6. Until t + = 0.15, both solutions are equal. Afterwards, y cave (·, t) converges to zero, while y vex (·, t) starts to grow.
Discussion and Fourier Analysis. In order to analyse how the geometry of the scalar generalised play operator (34) governs the behaviour of the (nonlinear) reaction-diffusion equation (33), we expand y as Fourier series in terms of the orthonormal basis {φ k } k≥0 of L 2 ((0, 1) ), i.e. Figure 7. The solutions y cave (·, t) (blue line) and y vex (·, t) (brown line) of (33) subject to U cave resp. U vex at times t = 0.15, 0.6, 1.34, 3, 5.41, 6. Being identical until t + = 0.15, y cave converges to zero, while y vex starts to grow at t 0 = 1.34 and remains growing afterwards.
Inserting into (33) yieldṡ
In the following we demonstrate that the difference between y cave and y vex stems from a change of monotonicity of Fourier coefficients y (k) , which is a consequence of the different decay of R(t) and hence of a different sign of some µ k (t). This difference appears as the solutions slide along U cave resp. U vex .
The initial data set the monotonicity of the Fourier coefficients y (k) according to ( 
where
Note that the µ k are monotone decreasing in k in the same way as the eigenvalues λ k are monotone increasing. Hence, we introduce the monotonicity index
which points to the lowest non-increasing Fourier mode y (k) for k = 0, . . . , ∞. > 0 and (37), (38) are satisfied, the Fourier coefficient y (m) (t) is strictly increasing while y (M ) (t) strictly decreasing on some sufficiently small time interval. It also holds that
The evolution (40) is determined by the values/signs of µ k (t) = R(t) − Dλ k and, hence, by the monotonicity index I(t) defined in (39).
In return, the evolution of the µ k (t) is governed by the evolution of R(t) given by (34), i.e. R(t) is constant if R ∈ (L(Ty(t)), U (Ty(t))), strictly decreasing if R(t) = L(Ty(t)) and d dt (Ty)(t) < 0, and strictly increasing if R(t) = U (Ty(t)) and dt (Ty) is negative for all t > t m (and hence for all t > 0). As a consequence, R(t) remains non-increasing for all t > 0 and y(x, t) converges to zero (at least) exponentially fast. Case II, Grow-up: If Case I does not occur and the monotonicity index I(t) remains larger than m, then the ordering of the µ k (t) implies that Ty stops decreasing at some time t 0 > 0, i.e. d dt (Ty)(t 0 ) = 0. Consequentially, for t > t 0 , Ty(t) increases and R(t) is constant at first and increasing later as soon as R(t) = L(Ty(t)). The growth of Ty does not stop and so continues the consequential grow of R(t) = L(Ty(t)). Hence, all µ k (t), k ≥ m become positive after finite time and the corresponding Fourier modes y (k) (t) grow exponentially fast. The leading order contribution, however, is always given by y (m) (t)φ m (x). dt (Ty)(t) < 0 for all t ≥ t m . Moreover, the decay of Ty implies R = U (Ty) after some finite time and thus the strict monotone decay of R(t) and µ k (t) < 0 for m ≤ k < ∞ after some finite time. As a consequence, the solution y(t, x) decays (at least) exponentially to zero.
Case II: If Case I does not apply then I(t) > m holds and the exponential grow of the Fourier coefficient y (m) (t) versus the exponential decay of y (k) (t) for k ≥ I(t) implies the existence of a time t 0 > 0 such that d dt (Ty)(t 0 ) = 0 as well as d dt (Ty)(t) > 0 anḋ R(t) ≥ 0 a.e. on some time interval t ∈ (t 0 , t 0 + ε). The latter implies that the µ k (t) and thus the monotonicity index I(t) are non-decreasing in time. Hence we can iterate this argument and obtain d dt (Ty)(t) > 0 for all t > t 0 andṘ(t) ≥ 0 for a.e. t > t 0 . In particular, R(t) remains constant equal to R(t) = R(t 0 ) = U (Ty(t 0 )) for all t ≥ t 0 until a time t − > t 0 when R(t − ) = L(Ty(t − )). Afterwards, for t ≥ t − , R(t) increases according to R(t) = L(Ty(t)). It follows that I(t) > M after some finite time and all Fourier modes y (k) (t), m ≤ k ≤ M grow exponentially. However, the main contribution to the solution y is again given by y (m) (t)φ m (x).
Qualitative analysis of Figures 6 and 7.
In the view of Proposition 12, Figure 6 can now be interpreted more explicitly: After the identical initial decay of (Ty vex , R vex ) and (Ty cave , R cave ) until hitting the upper boundary U at t + = 0.15, it is the different decay of R cave = U cave (Ty cave ) and R vex = U vex (Ty vex ), which yields that R cave (t m ) = Dλ 1 = 1 at some time t m > t + at which the monotonicity index satisfies I(t m ) = m and Case I in Proposition 12 applies to (Ty cave , R cave ).
On the other hand, Ty vex has a turning point at t 0 = 1.34 and starts to increase again after t 0 with R vex (t) = U vex (Ty vex (t 0 )) constant. Note that the plot shows R vex (t) > 1 and thus I(t) > m for all t ≥ 0. Therefore, Ty vex grows monotone as discussed in Case II in Proposition 12. At time t − = 5.31, (Ty vex , R vex ) hits the graph of L and Ty vex increases further for t ≥ t − with R vex (t) = L(Ty vex (t)).
Generalisations.
Under an additional assumption on U , L we can extend the qualitative analysis of Case I and Case II in Proposition 12 to situations where Ty is initially increasing.
Corollary 13 (Example with initially increasing Ty).
Assume the boundary curves of the generalised play operator (34) to be defined by U being a strictly monotone increasing function with U (0) > 0, which is point symmetric at (0, U (0)) and set L = U − 2U (0).
Then, the following point symmetry holds: Replace k m , k M > 0 and k m+1 , . . . , k M −1 ≥ 0 in (35) by k m , k M < 0 and k m+1 , . . . , k M −1 ≤ 0 to obtain an operator T. With R = R(Ty) where y solves (33), we obtain R(Ty) = −R( Ty) =: −R. Consider the modified evolution problem
on Ω × (0, ∞),
Then, the new solutionỹ of (41) equals the solution y of (33) with k m , k M > 0 and k m+1 , . . . , k M −1 ≥ 0. But now, Tỹ < 0 is initially increasing.
Moreover, in the phase-space diagram of Tỹ andR, the new solution ( Tỹ,R) is obtained by reflecting the old solution (Ty, R) at the origin. In Case I, Tỹ < 0 is always increasing so thatỹ converges to zero. In Case II, Tỹ is increasing until t 0 , and then decreasing, which leads to a grow-up of −ỹ = |ỹ|.
4.3.1. General influence of slope and curvature.
The example in Section 4.2.2 is constructed in such a way that the difference in the curvature of U is responsible for spatial homogenisation versus unbounded grow-up of solutions to (33)-(36). However, analog examples can be constructed with different slopes of U deciding the large-time behaviour of solutions. The corresponding evolution of y depends mainly on the following two properties of U :
• Is U (z) convex, linear or concave near z = Ty(t + )?
• What is the slope U ′ (z) at z = Ty(t + ) (or near z = Ty(t + ), if U ′ (Ty(t + )) is not defined)?
Discussion. Assume analog to Figures 6 and 7 that the evolution of various solutions y, Ty and R is identical for t ∈ [0, t + ] independently of the corresponding considered curve U . After t + , the solutions (Ty, R) slide in phase-space diagram along the graphs of U at least for a short distance as long as Ty decreases, no matter if Case I or Case II applies:
Steep U : If U (z) is "steep" near z = Ty(t + ), then R(t) decreases "fast" compared to Ty(t) for t > t + . Hence, as long as
fast" compared to the evolution of Fourier coefficients y (k) . If this decay happens sufficiently fast for given initial data, we will find I(t m ) = m for some t m > t + and thus a behaviour as in Case I of Proposition 12 and y will converge to zero. Flat U : On the other hand, if U (z) is "flat" near z = Ty(t + ), R(t) decreases "slowly" compared to Ty for t > t + . Hence, as long as
y (i) (t) < 0 for t > t + with R(t) = U (Ty(t)) also µ k (t), m ≤ k ≤ M decreases "slowly" compared to the evolution of Fourier coefficients y (k) . If this decay happens sufficiently slowly for given initial data, it yields d dt (Ty)(t 0 ) = 0 while I(t 0 ) > m for some t 0 > t + . Thus, we observe a behaviour as in Case II of Proposition 12 and y will grow unboundedly.
These observations concerning steep and flat U carry readily over to U having different curvature. In particular, when considering either U vex convex or U cave concave, even if U vex and U cave have the same slope at z = Ty(t + ), we find: Strongly convex U vex : A sufficiently convex U vex will yield d dt (Ty)(t 0 ) = 0 while I(t 0 ) > m for some t 0 > t + and thus Case II and unbounded growth. Strongly concave U cave : A sufficiently concave U cave will imply I(t m ) = m for some t m > t + and, therefore, y to converge to zero as in Case I. All those examples can be adapted to happen at the lower boundary curve L: Consider the point symmetric setting from Corollary 13 and the evolution problem (41). Suppose convex/concave curves L. Chose initial data and U in such a way that the first contact R(t − ) = L(Tỹ(t − )) is identical for all considered curves L. Moreover, assume the evolution ofỹ, Tỹ andR to be equal for t ∈ [0, t − ] independently of L. Then, we find analog to above: In this section, we consider arbitrary ε > 0 fixed and prove existence and uniqueness of global, strong, nonnegative solutions (u, S) to system (1)-(6).
For any open set X, we denote by C 1 (X) the space of bounded and uniformly continuous functions on X, which have bounded and uniformly continuous derivatives. For any α ∈ (0, 1] and sufficiently large ω > 0, we introduce the notation
where X α := dom(A α ). The embeddings X α ֒→ H 2α (Ω) are continuous for 0 < α ≤ 1, so that X α ֒→ C 0,β (Ω) for α > 3 4 and for some β ∈ (0, 1) if the dimension d of Ω is less or equal than 3, see e.g. [Ama95, Introduction] or [Hen81, Paz83] .
Let α ∈ (3/4, 1] be arbitrary but fixed. Then, for u 1 , u 2 ∈ X α and
we estimate for some constant c > 0
Let S in ∈ R + and u in ∈ dom(−D∆) with u in ≥ 0 and N in > 0 be given and consider the closed ball B α δ := B R×X α ((S in , u in ), δ) for some small δ > 0 to be chosen. Note that u in ∈ X α for any α ∈ (0, 1]. If δ is small enough, then (42) implies N (u) > 0 for all (S, u) ∈ B α δ . Moreover, since λ is bounded on bounded sets and because F and λ are (locally) Lipschitz continuous, there exists a time T > 0 together with constants
δ and for all 0 ≤ t 1 , t 2 ≤ T , we estimate
≤ C 1 (|S 1 − S 2 | + u 1 − u 2 X α + |t 1 − t 2 |).
Note that the above estimate holds equally when replacing the left-hand side norm L 2 (Ω) by X α . We remark moreover that if λ would be space-dependent but sufficiently smooth, an estimate of the same form can be shown for L 2 (Ω) replaced by dom(−D∆) if α = 1. Continuing the proof of Theorem 1 for spatially homogeneous λ, the above estimate proves that the mapping (S, u, t) → λ(S, N (u), F (t))u is Lipschitz continuous from B α δ × [0, T ] into L 2 (Ω).
Similarly, we obtain |F (t 1 ) − F (t 1 )N 1 c(S 1 , N 1 , F (t 1 )) − (F (t 2 ) − F (t 2 )N 2 c(S 2 , N 2 , F (t 2 ))) | ≤ |F (t 1 ) − F (t 2 )||1 + N 1 c(S 1 , N 1 , F (t 1 ))| + |F (t 2 )||N 1 c(S 1 , N 1 , F (t 1 )) − N 2 c(S 2 , N 2 , F (t 2 ))| ≤ L F |t 1 − t 2 |C 2 + F max |N 1 − N 2 ||c(S 1 , N 1 , F (t 1 ))| + F max |N 2 ||c(S 1 , N 1 , F (t 1 )) − N 2 c(S 2 , N 2 , F (t 2 ))| ≤ C 4 (|S 1 − S 2 | + u 1 − u 2 X α + |t 1 − t 2 |),
where we used |1 + N 1 c(S 1 , N 1 , F (t 1 ))| < C 2 independently of (S 1 , u 1 , t 1 ) ∈ B α δ × [0, T ], as well as (42). W.l.o.g. we can choose C 4 = C 1 from above.
In the following, we set α = 1, denote A := −D∆, extend λ and c to arbitrary functions on R×R×R + and reformulate system (1)-(6) in terms of x = Au (see e.g. Then, for T, δ > 0 small enough, the Lipschitz continuity of N : dom(−D∆) → R, see (42), implies that N (A −1 x) > 0 at every time t ∈ [0, T ] and for all x ∈ Σ. Moreover, the Lipschitz continuity of (S, u, t) → λ(S, N (u), F (t))u ∈ dom(−D∆) and of (S, u, t) → F (t) − c(S, N (u), F (t))N (u) ∈ R in a neighbourhood of (S in , u in , 0) in R × dom(−D∆) × [0, T ], yields (for sufficiently small T ), that Φ maps the closed set Σ into itself and that Φ is a contraction. Therefore, Banach's fixed point theorem yields a unique fixed point (S, x) ∈ Σ of Φ. Note that since S in ≥ 0, the quasi-positivity property of (F − N c(S, N, F )) − = l(S, N, F ) S(t) and the local Lipschitz continuity of (S, u, t) → F (t) − N (u(t)) c(S(t), N (u(t)), F (t)) ensure that S ≥ 0 holds on [0, T ] independently of T .
The function t → λ(S(t), N (A −1 x(t)), F (t))A −1 x(t) is contained in C([0, T ]; L 2 (Ω)). With some additional work (see e.g. [Paz83] ) one can show that t → x(t) ∈ L 2 (Ω) is also locally Hölder continuous for t ∈ (0, T ]. Hence, also S is locally Lipschitz continuous and so is the function t → λ(S(t), N (A −1 x(t)), F (t))A −1 x(t) ∈ L 2 (Ω) for t ∈ (0, T ]. This implies that the linear inhomogeneous probleṁ is the unique local solution of (1)-(6). Moreover, S ≥ 0.
We are left to prove that the solution u of (1)-(3) satisfies u(t, x) ≥ 0 for all t ∈ [0, T ] and all x ∈ Ω. Note first that (III) Global existence and lower bound for N (u):
Global existence of solutions follows from the fact that the nonlinear functions t → λ(S(t), N (u(t)), F (t))u(t) and t → F (t) − N (u(t))c(S(t), N (u(t), F (t)) satisfy at most linear growth estimates along solutions (S, u) of (1)- (6) . Moreover, we recall that t → λ(S(t), N (u(t)), F (t)) is continuous and ∂ t u(t), u(t) ∈ C 0,β (Ω) for all t ∈ (0, T ] from
Step II. Hence, for any fixed t > 0, we define h(x) := −∂ t u(t, x)+λ(S(t), N (t), F (t)) u(t, x), and u(t, .) solves the equation −D∆z(x) = h(x) for x ∈ Ω ∂ ν z = 0 for x ∈ ∂Ω.
Moreover, h ∈ C 0,β (Ω) satisfies the solvability condition Ω hdx = 0 since u solves (1) Because u(t, .) solves (44), the uniqueness of the normalised solution z ∈ C implies z = u(t, .) − 1 |Ω| N (u(t)).
Therefore, the function u(t, .) is contained in C 2,β (Ω) with u(t, .)− N (u(t, .)) |Ω| = C −∂ t u(t, .) + λ(S(t), N (t), F (t))u(t, .) C 0,β (Ω)
≤ C − ∂ t u(t, .) C 0,β (Ω) + C |λ(S(t), N (t), F (t))| u(t, .) C 0,β (Ω) < ∞.
Since the right side is uniformly bound for all 0 < t 0 ≤ t ≤ T , we conclude that u ∈ L ∞ ((t 0 , T ); C 2,β (Ω)) for any t 0 > 0. Finally, u ∈ C((0, T ]; C 2,β (Ω)) follows from a similar estimate and the observations that t → λ(S(t), N (t), F (t))u(t) ∈ C([0, T ]; C 0,β (Ω)), t → d dt u(t) ∈ C((0, T ]; C 0,β (Ω)) and t → N (u(t)) ∈ C([0, T ]). Aknowledgements. This work is supported by the International Research Training Group IGDK 1754 and NAWI Graz.
